Finally: Wi-Fi anywhere!

- A revolution in simplicity
- Best reception for smartphones and tablets
- Finally: Wi-Fi in any room

dLAN® 1200+ WiFi ac

devolo stops Wi-Fi problems

INTEGRATED SOCKET
WIFI ac STANDARD
2x GIGABIT LAN

devolo
Highlights:

- The best home network connection, thanks to Powerline Technology. WiFi from any electrical socket. Simply unpack it, plug it in and get started.
- Finally WiFi at ac speeds: Up to 1200 Mbps for smartphones, tablets, laptops and other devices.
- Four integrated antennas ensure outstanding WiFi ac reception.
- Simultaneous use of 2.4 and 5 GHz WiFi frequencies for maximum WiFi speed.
- Powerline connection over the electrical wiring at speeds up to 1200 Mbps.
- For the first time, devolo range+ Technology is taking advantage of all three wires in the electric mains circuit at the same time for even more performance and longer range.
- Featuring two integrated Gigabit LAN ports for your Internet-compatible devices (Smart TV, game console, computer, etc.).
- The integrated electrical socket ensures that no power socket in the room is wasted.
- WiFi Move Technology automatically connects multiple adapters to a single WiFi network. Optimal WiFi reception throughout your home—entirely automated.
- Integrated encryption at the push of a button! 128-bit AES for the Powerline connection and WPA2 for WiFi ac.
- It works throughout your home thanks to automatic phase shift.
- The intuitive devolo app helps you perfectly manage your personal home network to meet all your needs (e.g. child-safety features, guest accounts, WiFi time control).
- Compatible with all adapters of the 200/500/650/1200 product series.
- Rely on number 1: More than 20 million devolo dLAN® adapters have been sold worldwide.
- Complete 3-year warranty.
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